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Only one hermeneutical text published prior to the New International Dictionary of Old Testament

Theology & Exegesis can be held up reasonably to its measure of quality and the exhaustive nature

of the research that produced this immense work. That singular collection worthy of comparison is

its counterpart, the New International Dictionary of New Testament Theology, edited by Colin

Brown. This 5 volume addition to that acclaimed work, though intimidating in the achievement it

embodies, is intended for serious Old Testament and exegetical study by men and women of all

walks of life -- both academics and pastors, students and laypersons. Volume one contains a Guide

to Old Testament Theology and Exegesis in which ten essays have been compiled to thoroughly

explain proper hermeneutics and interpretation, as well as guidelines for using this source material.

Volumes one through four contain the Lexicon of the Old Testament, all words found in the text

ordered by Hebrew alphabetization for easy reference, and coupled with a Goodrick / Kohlenberger

cross-referencing number to be used in conjunction with Strong's numbering system. The

relationship of each word in different contexts and languages is also explained, including alternative

words, and the particulars of their semantic domain. All this information is, of course, complete with

bibliography. Volume four also begins the Topical Dictionary. Therein can be found articles on the

theology of each Old Testament book individually, as well as discussion of biblical concepts, people,

places, events, and literary pieces, all information that is cross-referenced to the preceding Hebraic

Lexicon. Finally, volume five contains a series of indexes: Hebrew Index, Scripture Index, Subject

Index, and an index of Semantic Fields. Taken as a whole, the New International Dictionary of Old

Testament Theology & Exegesis is an unparalleled accomplishment in the field of biblical

hermeneutics.
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The complete, standard-setting NIDOTTE on CD-ROM will help pastors, academics, scholars, and

the serious lay person save time in gaining an in-depth understanding of the Old Testament. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Willem A. VanGemeren Professor of Old Testament and Semitic Languages Trinity Evangelical

Divinity School --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

***BE CAREFUL***I honestly don't have much experience yet with this resource, though I hear its

excellent, but I have to encourage buyers to be careful becauseThis is a 5-volume set. But the

specific buyer you might be buying from might only ship you ONE volume out of the set, not all

five!My buyer sent me volume 2 only. Volume 2 is what is actually in the picture-- if you zoom in.So

just be sure you are getting ALL 5 volumes if that's what you want. Or just one of the five, if that's

what you want. Don't be like me and assume you're getting the whole set!Best! Solomon

Quite complete and thanks to Strong's numbers and a couple very complete indexes, very easy to

use. I find it very helpful indeed.

After using this resource repeatedly since receiving it I recommend it for those who wish to

understand the fuller meanings of Hebrew and Aramaic words translated by the NIV translaters.

Some times it is difficult to use an English word to capture the full meaning of a Hebrew of Aramaic

word and this resource helps give the fuller meaning.

This is an excellent resource. Although not as big as TDOT, the scholarship is excellent and the

cost is fractional to the whole TDOT set.

Love them!!

NIDOTTE is absolutely essential to the proper study of the Hebrew text of the Old Testement. The



key to effective preaching of the OT is starting with the Hebrew text, translating it for yourself, and

understanding the breadth of meaning of the words, so their precise contextual meaning can be

determined. Word studies are integral to this process and NIDOTTE is indespensible in the process.

If you are a pastor and its not in your library (or you don't otherwise have access to it) you are not

properly outfitted for ministry.

expensive but worth it if you are into serious, in depth Old Testament studies. With the NIV bible

translation, it is possible to work around without Hebrew language skills

This is a great word study set along with the New Testament set. Definitely a worthy purchase for

Bible students.
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